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ABSTRACT 

regulation of space apartheid was undone 

insurgent popular action the 1970s. apartheid a technocratic 

that the crisis successfully depolitidsed 

At violent attempts to 

by forcibly removing 

dwellers living in located suburbs to tiny houses, and then later 'transit 

camps', in peripheral there was a remarkable 

sequence popular 

autonomous dweller's movement, 

and has since issued a compelling for organisa

tional autonomy, planning right to 
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EA PELA EM 

RESUMO 

A regula~ao espa~o crirerios raciais sob 0 apartheid foi cres

cenre por a~6es populares a fins dos anos Apcs 0 

across the 

I Where references are not 
involvement in Abahlali ua,,,mIVIlUUl''-', 

with the Road Committee from 



were 

townships in the 

were crushed by 

Frantz Fanon (FAN ON, famously colonial 
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do apartheid, uma agenda tecnocritica que a crise urbana a uma crise 

Ho.'VW,.",vua, '-'VH"'-F"UHA, com sucesso, despolitizar a Ao mesmo 

com frequencia, tentativas de reinscrever certos 

por meio sem

teros que habitavam suburbs localizados para minusculas e, ap6s 

teto, Abahlali baseMjondolo, emergiu desse fermento presente nas bases socials e, 

desde tern com vigor a por autonomia 

nal, planejamento baixo para cima e 0 a 
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Abahlali baseMjondolo, Apartheid. Autonomia. Dur

Sem-teto. Movimentos socials. Planejamento urbano. 

THE APARTHEID CITY 

aspectos espacial 

"para centros 

a uma notive! sucessao 

os governos todo 0 Um movimento autonomo sem

its project in earnest in 

the apartheid city reserved city centres and the 

roads, for people 

and were housed 

further out, then working as Indian and coloured and 

then, further out, working class as African. Unmarried 

the poor were entirely the cities 

banished to 'homelands' 

movements and had some important success in 

the 19305 (MAYLAM, 1996) 40s (BONNER, 1979) 

to mount vigorous resistance to 

19505 (EDWARDS, 

military. 

cities were largely achieved by 

city as a "world cur in two"; 

A world divided into compartments, a motionless, Manichean world. 
The native is a hemmed in; is si mply one form of the division 
into compartments of rhe colonial world. The first thing which the native 
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learns is to stay in his place, and not to go certain limits (FANON, 
1976, p. 40). 

is as 

However it is 

nialism, was not just 

of apartheid 

colo

people on the 

was also basis the different races into 

a consistent 

con

cessions or were 

transit camps, 

to gain control over autonomous 

freedom from eviction at the of strict state controls 

2003). 

event that the end of the world 

occurs violence to police line 

ments is over by native at the moment when, to embody 

history in own person, surges into forbidden quarters" (FANON, 

1976, p. 31). Fanon concludes that: 

The shanty-town sanctions the native's decision to invade, at whatever cost 
and by the most methods, the enemy fortress. The 
hrn/pt,lrult_ once it is constituted, aJl its forces to the 

of the tOwn, and is rhe of the irrevocable the gangrene ever present 
at the heart 1976, p. 103). 

From the 

broken 

hp'-fTI"rlr seal space began to be 

This 

U\-''''''--HL'' were on the pe

circumstancesripheries 

the could gain some access to cities through them, while 

plan

of space. 

they broke 

ning, 

the tight state over urban land 

apartheid 

However others were in 

as white wealthy and middle as Indian and coloured. 

settlements constituted a with spatial logic 
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commons 

ian 

in anti-apartheid organisations in 

also, especially the end the state 

V'-"JL!~".L its model from the housing policy 

Chile under the Pinochet dictatorship. It is based on 

subsidy per household to be awarded to 

general 

a UVlJUl.", 
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heid. situation in the city Durban was unique in that there were a 

number ofland In suburban core. 

While many involved in were simply to se

cure access to a livelihood, or to unite families divided by apartheid 

access to space, was a considerable extent to which these occu

pations were an explicitly political The new were often 

named (ANC) certainly 

in Durban, the circumstances of their founding and 

in explicitly terms. In some 

cases the new were run democratically and without the extraction 

of rent therefore constituted creation of a new and urban 

. However were also authoritar

the extraction 

in return qualified right to remain 

were 

emergency in 19808, 

authoritarian. 

THE POST-APARTHEID CITY 

housing was in last year of 

interregnum and parliamentary democracy. It was 

veloped from 

that in anxious response to Soweto 

at the University 

with World Bank 

building within subsidy limit. 

It inevitably in cheap land used to build for poor 

her,::tOl'e, banishment to peripheral ghettoes (HUCHZERMEYER, 

2004, p. 145-178; 2008). 

In 2001, writing in a Fanonian Nigel 

ideological capitulation the ANC to a failure to 

Although she does nor use the 
Informal Settlements 

or commons this is clear in 
PoliCY in South and Brazil (espe-Unlawful 

p. 1 
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5 

with a considerable 

no 

wcrc some how beneath the 

in Durban by the Centre on HOUSing Rights & 
some sort of record with 
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cal intellectual praxis to the transition (GIBSON, 

2001). In the same year Patrick Heller vanguardism of the 

ANC argued that "a once incor

porated and/or by the ANC's political with the result 

that organized participation has atrophied and way to a bureaucratic and 

logic of local 

result, he concluded, was party 

For most African state and its 

allied had success in reducing the understanding 

of profound urban crisis inherited from apartheid to a housing crisis 

which was in turn reduced to a question the number of houses required to 

overcome the 'backlog'. Although it had not 

1980s a 

by popular 

centralised party control (NEOCOSMOS, and which often confronted 

of apartheid4. At times this was simply to sooth middle anxieties5 that 

Marcelo a technocratic and state centric planning consensus, 
has introduced the valuable has been taken up with enthusiasm by Abahlali base-

the urban question of 

a deeply political set of 

of this 

planning as a state 

ful and state led on the popular \'-""'"'""1',''"'' 

and allied movements in South Africa) urban planning' (SOUZA, 2006). 

narional study of how the state, in the era of constitutional 
often with the tacit support of civil to act as if the living 'out 

of rhe law. it not offer a 
account of this form in even one city the repoft on 

(COHRE, 2008) does, at least, 
some recem instances of state criminality in one city. 

The best study of white middle class attitudes towards shack settlements near to or in middle 
class suburbs is Richard Ballard's 'Middle Class Neighbourhoods or African Kraals?' 1he impact 
of informal settlements on white in South Africa' (BALLARD, 2004). 

Ballard only looks at white responses to shack setrlcments his argument as to 

of shack settlements in middle class suburbs can result in profound anxieties 
to class claims to 'modern' and 'first world' conceptions of the self could, with further 
research, be extended to include the black middle class. Although this is not widely acknowled-
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- the apartheid 

return to this of 

in its elevated sense. 

been one 
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demanded that the poor be returned to their place 

But at times the 

enclosed appropriated in 

apartheid in interests of a new of 

order to sense of the post-apartheid evasion of the politics of the urban 

an evasion followed since 2004 by vigorous country wide <:.Hh'0J.UV 

ment around 

diametrically 

questions, it is useful to \,.Vlll',,'UU 

of the political. 

and thel,etore 

reduction urban question to a question 

by the state and much of civil society after in a radical eva

a quantitative 

that accountants could In to 'deliver' more 

that at the heights of its power state had 

builders of state housing in the world and that a prop

post-apartheid to would to questions such 

as the quality of built, location of houses, the nature of their 

the degree to which they were served by affordable 

processes by which they were planned and built so on. 

complex largely housing as a strictly 

deeply political, in most debased sense 

that term, on ground. Housing projects were captured local 

political and, at every level from the awarding of construction contracts 

used to support the and 

was ruthlessly, on 

structures. 

It has often been noted that its unbanning in 1990 African Na

in [he academy, casual and crass and-African racism is very common (although of course 
nor inevitable) middle class residents in suburbs formerly reserved for people classified 
as 'Indian' or and it has nor been usual for middle class African residents ro 
ro the of shack settlements near co their homes wirh considerable anxiery 
dliry. 

G 	 This awaits a full Bur there are numerous insrances where land from which shack 
dwellers have been been developed for private 

technocratic it 

to of individual 

local 

occasion violently, 
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for the democratisation and decomrnodification of state but 
but also 
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(ANC) swiftly to popular organisations 

that had vastly more to iron fist apartheid than the ANC's 

fantasies of armed struggle. But it is also important to understand that the 

structures. In case of ANC 

tion had to reconstitute as a 'Development Committee' 

ANC aligned South African National 

don (SANCO)l, When Development Committees in 

to and 

ofautonomy that had been by popular organisations 

was lost completely as 

increasingly happened following the serious decline 

local Branch Executive Committee 

difficult 

local contrary organisations a 

mechanism to control the and process is invari

ably authoritarian and sometimes violent, or premised on threats ofviolence or 

expulsion from settlements. 

Where NGOs, most notably Shack! 

Slum Dwellers' (SDI)8, con

stituency they have most done so on an explicitly non-political basis that, 

while it is not engage in public challenges to the 

state, is moralising in so as it aims to to state 

donors that its are the and disciplined poor obedi

ent and frugal. In South Africa SDr has succeeded spectacularly in so as it 

has given the state an official partner allows it to claim it 

shack dwellers it and represses autonomous shack dwellers' 

that issue public to the state9• However it has failed 

I n the period berween the unbanning of the ANC in 1990 and the first democratic election in 
1994 SANCO had 
after 1994 SANCO not only abandoned these 
in the commodification 

8 	 llu:re have also been attempts on a much smaller scale by some left NGOs, the SOrt associated 
with the World Sodal Forum, to build a constimency in shack sertlements. However these have 
been inconsistent, largely unsuccessful and by grassroots of authoritarianism 

of some of rhose NGOs (and, in one instance, of violence on the part of 
sub-contracted to deliver a potirical constituency to one of rhese NGOs), 

9 SDl has never publicly condemned the acrive demonization and repression of autonomous shack 
dweller's organisarions by rhe South African srare, 

on the 
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to 

raise 

to its 

engage in 

sense. 

and its accompanying 

militancy" (TOLSI, 

or to publicly 

failure is 

to 

unable to confront politics in its sense. SOL receives massive support 

from international donors and national but has no capacity 

to discipline political who continue to capture distort housing 

projects in their own narrow interests. However are many cases were en

tirely unfunded grassroots organisations have developed this capacity for some 

at the micro local have varied enor

time and to some 

political 

mously but in so far as one can generalise it is to say that, via co-option of 

local and an intense NGO supported ideological capture that 

posed development as a and led 

ect, local organisations generally U'"',AU'," a mechanism for top down control 

in discussions around housing other development. But the of 

projects a commodity once won or 

One consequence of the exclusion of ordinary people, and of any 

was often in an authoritarian manner. 

This was '''''A'VU'~'' 

which state officials 

would deals with the 

above) in 

for the npuP'A" 

an authoritarian to in 

,,""",vu,,,,"" with local political elites, who in turn 

(by now often unelected but supported from 

would to ensure consent 

np,'u,,'pn state and local political 

In this way ordinary were excluded from any meaningful participation 

their consent for 

development in 

apartheid was that development did not break 

with the fundamental spatial logic of apartheid in so far as that logic banished the 

African poor to the periphery. In this logic was 

actively The key reason for this is the interests of local 

political accommodation with 

Urban not, as 

one world in to two. On 
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the contrary there 

zones, the zones 

an active attempt to simultaneously deracialise the 

to 

while 

as 

manicheanism of apartheid on 

attempts to connect 

areas to white areas the black areas in question have invariably 

privileged and the project has to than to do away 

zone of securitised So in many cities, especially in 

hannesburg, there has been an active project the state and capital to 

the poor from city centres to reinstitute the rule of money over areas. 

while there has been active for of 

areas in terms there has, simul

a vigorous attempt to remove poor squatters from areas. 

At a massive boom in building access controlled 

and highly 

beach and golfing resorts. 

of public investment in an 

monumental 

centres as as estates and 

shopping parks 

form 

city' so razor wire 

housing for poor has largely built on the urban periph

ery, often entirely out of sight from 

well as the 

zones by 

eyes. Exclusion in a dramatic decline in economic 

access to education and health care and public spaces like libraries, 

relocation issports 

basic services - toilets, water in particular are 

withheld from the but provided (on a commodified basis) 

in the relocation settlements. justification for withholding like 

sanitation and that would 

fires, is that it announced that 

on which the shack will be taken down was first set at 2010, then 

moved to 2011 now stands at 2014. This is rank own 

shows people in is growing. Bur the 

denialist fantasy withholding and sometimes even 

removing life saving services from settlements and to pathologise all protest as 

(1) unjustified and sinister and (2) a to 

people from constant 
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development plan and administration of 

The Plan is always ""0\.,"-00,,"'" developmental jargon as impen

etrable as it is meaningless apparent authority of (pseudo) sci

ence to a millennial fantasy in which desire is clearly to eradicate 

poor rather than poverty. state its for the poor 'service delivery' 

and has declared it a success. At times it has even been described as 

'revolutionary'. 

POPULAR FERMENT IN THE POST~APARTHEID CITY 

The 

sense of 

beginnings of an 

ment was 

shack 

politics in its 

urban 

in its elevated understanding, in the 

and descent into in 

machinations on 

pressure in recent years. 

in 

organised with 

Town in 2000. The Landless 

following year and was able to develop some 

Johannesburg. Both of these movements ....V'"'"'''''''' 
sense as well as evictions and 

as, crucially, the technocratic approach to 

Campaign emerged with 

Landless People's Movement 

organisations called for a boycott of 

in consequence, faced unlawful 

local 

the year in which a popular l'-I'_'-',IVU 

for politics in its more PIP""'P(1 

in its 

in a sequence ofpopular 

state 

to be 

still 

described as Ullll...tIJd,l revolts. They most 

to make comparative assessments, recently 
statistics, that at a rate of 10 000 protests a year South rate of dis
sent in the world" (PILGER, 2008). 
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with and usually municipal councillors. 

Although they were inspired each other, via the media and the that 

characterises life in shack cPttlp",,>n they certainly had no overarching, 

or even ."a,,~,u<u structure. This 

foremost of which is difficulty in sustaining 

the Bur can some virtue in 

a new political sequence constituted in this way is under popular control 

state to arrest in locations and so lacks a 

complex to co-opt. can create a 

of structural that critical U",,,U00.VU 

issues oforganisation principle to take place before the inevitable attempts at 

state development NGOs. 


the state, media, and NGOs, 


most human rights more or less uniformly described these 

protests as 'service delivery 

was a popular demand for 

that there 

delivery'. It was 

local ward councillors in 

",",""',,"U an inability to 'understand r1",mn,rt~lrv uC'C-"''''''C the coun

cillors 'do not drive the housing roll-out'. judgements were most often 

without any attempt at to to the organising 

was no study of the national wave of municipal p[()tests that 

was not a quantitative attempt to measure the incidence of 'service delivery 

driving actual planning implementation 

a language occasionally in in ",v!'-"-•• ,, 

. But 

songs every now and a direct comment from a protester, was 

generally quite different to the paradigm of ' service protests' most 

innovations by 
this disrespect had a to do with an "uo'.... ,,\_.... 

shacks not to mention violent 

the cities. But it also had a lot to do with the perva

sive sense the state disrespected people by lying to people during 

often of the virtue of honesty 

and 
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to party thereby, society to state. is 

via of and to 

councillors or 

politics of 

councillors, is 

and in 

the top 

ultimately 

with local elites and not 

sense routinely trumps theits 

their constituents. 

around ward 

state bureaucrats 

of 

bureaucracies are 

make deals 

deals. In 

",,,,,c,,/u,, enable a bottom up politics can, in 

local elites withdrawing 

opments thereby community organisations to 

the local state bureaucracy. politics in its uc.-'va",-u 

successfully possible to begin to 

its sense. Bureaucrats can now be with a set of 

IUCHARD PITHOUSE 

and by to to them at other times. Again 

CA~.!U<H:;U from about 

and that, in an enduring and 

own land. is widely understood to 

refer to material benefits full social inclusion in the material and 

senses as as seriously when thinking speaking 

through community To put it differently de-

for popular U'-'"V,"' against both 

(of the politics of dientelism and (of parties). 

this upsurge of protest since 2004 this line 

form a very practical which is for the state to 

""~~VU'd.l" directly with popular than with 10
councillors. logic demand is clear: local party councillors 

most often as a means of top down control aiming to subor

opmental space. 


At best, they are well organised, 


interests - but time they can be popular interests. 
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The acute material crisis resulting the withholding ~pr',,,,-p< in shack 

the the cities that the 

return to a mass politics. But it is very clear the that politics 

is for a democratic rather than a UU,llCdU'-' the crisis. 

It seems that confro nt

by 

only as a demand for a 

more for a more totalising subordination to bureaucratic 

party control. In other it enables assumption that peo

current 

consultation, assessments so on 

'slow down It seems likely much the middle 

NGO is comfortable with reduction of this national upsurge in 

popular and militant political action to a demand 'service delivery' for a 

similar reason 

cratic 

as a vote popular support 

see as a more 

and this understanding allows them to read 

state's consultants ll . 

However is a popular different to 'more 

nied to 

tion 

safety are 

sites are in fact 

it to speeded 

up in a key 

their own decisions about where they would like 

to live. this been generalized into a collective for 

right to city. In many instances demanded to be to 

in their located to new 

11 Marcdo Lopes de Souza's ,errn 'left wing rechnocrarism' (SOUZA, 2006) seems perfectly appro
priate to describe this anti-political spirit, 
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it is undone fact 

housing list (people without papers, 

children, new arrivals, people renting shacks Ol

legally) are (illegally) 

and on building new 

local informers, 

under ward 

in every relocation 

women without 

their 

And it is undone by 

subordinate 

processes to popular counter-power and, therebY, to 

RICHARD I'ITHOUSE 

not 

on periphery of cities showing that question housing is 

to formally housed by state. Where one can be 

more important than the nature of the structure in which one lives. The 

to the is not only undone by removals to the In some 

of the country, most and ofJohan

is a ban on developing 

monitored by a mix 

branch executive committee of the 

councillor, and is by (the generally patently 

illegal actions of) land invasions units. 

A key demand has been right to 'development' 

demand for 

provision 

manifestations, to so

assumption that an electoral 

I-'ldl .. 1Jl.l1; by 

planning, such as the of houses or 

jointly by communities and the state. 

tries to subordinate popular politics to the 

to technocratic processes. Popular 

tenacity, to exit control 

or, when 

initiatives often 

to then 

There 

consensus, 

of 

been one academic against anti-political 

the very political ",<;;llIdIlU 

of three years ofan 

routine 

national series municipal 

lions to delivery protests'. an anthropologist in em-

of the state, that is at from 
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. . . " institutions if the state can't sustain its 

against the 

is anti

formal 

"communal... insti

tutions will to replace the current system 

(CROSS, 2006). She "_'-'IU"'''''''''''''' 

the 

most 

bureaucracy over 

was to demand the of the police. 

ABAHLALI BASEMJONDOLO 


In 

sion 

ongoing mass 

road blockade targeted 

shack dwellers but had v ......,vu,,, 

siding with middle 

dwellers meant 

against him. In 

up pressure 

largest city, where there 

development. On 19 

~"""'""_Uy Road 

part of the local 

violent police repres-

He had elected with 

unpopular amongst 

in their push to have 

hostility to the councillor 

to invite nearby 

were there were elected com

was achieved very easily. But in 

were there were committees responsive to top pres

slIre the local ANC it was 

to rebellion against 

mobilisation against the 

which he was symbolically 

and sometimes 

form ofa 

was taken up in an '''"'I,'''''_l1L 

symbolically buried their the city where shack dwellers 

time most of the people nvr''''''r1 in these struggles remained loyal to 

in 

and saw dishonesty and 

problems. But there was 

interest amongst the local political 

profoundly radical about sym

as 

Death threats were common 
forced to leave the serrlemenrs 

no one was killed, Bur there were instances where 
they had been for fear of violence or having 

shacks burnt, This was most acure in the Burnwood settlement, 
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13 must be noted that these have been, (0 a significant 
when to the urban context. AbM has taken up issues 

mations 
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bolic burials of councillors in was no call for one councillor to 

replaced with another. whole institution of the councillors was being 

rejected and a demand was issued for the party leadership to 

structurally to its 

On 6 

Road. lnere were thirty-two elected representatives 

twelve "'-LU'-'U,-,'"'' was held in ,",,""'H","UY 

they would not vote in coming local govern

ment they would stand together and as Abahlali 
baseMjondolo (shack dwellers) (Pithouse, 2006). The decision to refuse '-'''',LVl"U 

politics placed them outside of party politics. That decision was in part a straight

forward consequence of at in the sense. But it was also a 

decision that was the building ofa mass movement viable 

in a situation where most were run as vote banks for one of the 

and local sometimes armed, did not allow rival parties to operate on their 

were no ethnic no political in the 

sense of small sects looking a constituency, and no for

mation of the movement. It no donor funding and was only to its 

members only via its own meetings. It was, in sense of the term 

by Souza, an autonomous political project 

founded connections and 

links with a rich including union movement 

where some Marxist political education, the popular urban 

gles the 80s, rural struggles against institution of leadership', 

the 1973 Durban to the black union movement, 

1950s and even the 1906 

anti-colonial revolt. But traditional ideas about communal 

access to land l3 the morality in which each person is 

of the divine, were also very But it was 

of their original sexism 
explicitly but the 

to AbM. This is also often th.e case in 
ANC, SOl as well as aurh.orirarian for

dientalism, This be 
by the fact women are a bur minoriries have oppressed 
majorides and the tendency, to there are of course many for women to have a 

in shack dwellers' organisations in South still requires a careful 
in (he lived experience of life in the setdemencs. 
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traditional dignity person, re'\iVOl~Kea 

form appropriate was, 

consideration ahead any of the more explicitly ....v,.""~c" 

one reason why Abahlali has always had 

and congregation. 

Hllll\.U";"" commitment to 

was no 

undocumented migrantsl5 . It 

equality was 

race or 

move

Xhosa (in a Zulu 

was an absolute 

commitment to letter 

were a number 

cisely, as a of top down political 

commitment was to up But it was also necessary to com

m it to radically u,-,.u,"".-"'" of 

has 
tide 
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of intense slander and rumour mongering from the local 

14 I am the idea of an axiom in the sense neV'el()[)en by Peter Hallward (2005). 

15 This is not to say that there have not been individuals who have raised criticisms of this axiom 
bur rather to say that the movement has conSistently adhered to it, and that that adherence 

sustained support. It has always been democratically confirmed, even 
chauvinism associated with Jacob Zuma's campaign for the presi

and then the country. For instance, in 2008, Mashumi Figlan, from a Xhosa 
was elected as chairperson of the Road settlement by a mostly Zulu elec

torate, Mnikdo Ndabankulu, from a Phondo was elected as spokesperson for the 
movement by a largely Zulu electotate. Sham ita who is of Indian descent, was elected 

by a mostly African electorate. Fanuel NSingo (an undo
was given the position of national administtator by the elected 

as the of Motala 

Abahlali secretariat, etc., etc. 

In the past observations in this have been rejected as a 
poor'. However this is a claim about the political in 

to 'romanticise the 

moment in rime. It is not, in any sense, a claim the poor in general. On the contrary to 

make that bizarre assumption is [0 assume, bizarrely, that all people who happen to be poor 
carry some son of universal essence. Moreover all of the 
of Abahlali baseMjondolo as radically democratic have, exception, had no 
experience within Abahlali baseMjondolo and so an assertion that an account of this democratic 
practice is 'romantic' is in fact an assumption that such amongst 

who to be black poor. This is is worth noting 
all of the now number of students and from around the world that have 

and attended its have, without exception, observed first 
hand the fact that the movement is democratic, first academic work on this aspect of 
the movement, an essay by Raj Patel (2008), probably remains the best, 

that have rejected dcs:crjDtj<)nS 
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Furthermore there had previously between 

to secure and it was 

interests of one 

that the movement could not 

are spaces in South 

is always the seen as ethnically partisan if it is not 

scrupulously democratic. 

committees in 

connections sense hydra cohered but 

it is not directed from a All positions are to 

holders at settlement movement level are elected by secret ballot 

one year terms from they can be is to 

""''''-'"", on issues falling portfolio not 

to act as a term, are open to all (including non 

members) and settlement committees take important matters to open assem

and movement secretariat important matters to 

committees, movement secretariat never acts unilaterally for a 

intervenes in committee it has 

assistance on at an open lots 

tions are decided on and together across the 

at local level via radically rlP"""'Pri 

in a clear with the 

Nationalist Inkatha MrPI'l1nrn Party (IFP), Abahlali 

allowed other political projects to contest for influence. 

strict commitment to the democratic 

the of open 

for all and so on at all levels structures, Each 

settlement or branch is required to hold a regular 

set time which is open to all who Although a of 

have not the open 

it is clearly a 

committees, own 

meetings too and the overarching movement structures have regular 

that are also open to all members and any visitors. age of people 

in the ranges 16 to people in their women are strongly 
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usually 

is very formal, the meeting 

a strict adherence to 

is contrary to 

have always been 

space and have 

of demo-

taken the 

ever been 

f'I'"mpnt< such as the building of new roads. 

and it seems that it is 

state From moment 'UlU'''Ull!'. 

AllAHLALlIlASEM]ONDOLO AND THE STRUGGLE fOI, THE CITY IN DUJUlAN. SOUTH AHUCA 

'-~"llL'-U at all the 

terms of ethnicity, race and nationality. 

since 2005 (although if there is no immediate crisis to confront a soccer derby 

meeting considerably thinned out...) It is true the 

that are many of them, although 

are most often 

warmth of a excitement at 

the range of 

",,",aL'V" and a sense 

having the discussion the broader consequences 

those discussions. 

It is of course possible 


cratic practices to 

form of talking though until consensus is 

sense of a 

undertaken in a inten


tions. But in tone, 


usually 


insulted or diminished in a even when there are issues on the 


agenda. The always been to dignity of everyone present, 


to 'think and to reach a consensus on that basis than for one 


person or some to seek to UV,l'"<1,,, 


However while this is very encouraging there appear to be a 

structural 

Abahlali 

movement. All of 

etown and of were within the 

in which 

were 

formerly for whites, Indians of mixed race which now 

faced forced removal to the rural periphery of the city. In words they were 

in the mere of being had radically apartheid 

where of shack settlelne.nts are located, 

the decision to leave the ANC or IFP and to join facing an 

eviction crisis. In and beyond areas formerly rp<pr.JPr! as African townships 

evictions are much less common are generally a specific local 

since its foundation 

phase was 

road lJl')L~,<1"'''' 
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on March 2005 until 28 ."\Pt)tPlm 2007, a and peaceful 


on mayor was violently by the police, state refused to 


baseMjondolo as a movement began out

(CHATTERJEE, 2004) 

a fourth force outside the 

reason that 

founded it were on 3 years. 

Abahlali baseMjondolo was constantly state 

repression and paranoid slander. In some settlements that had 

tively affiliated to movement were treated as dissident territories by po

there were instances where were occupied by the 

at times of tension. Abahlali Protests were unlawfully banned and 

attacked went III Well known 

were forced out jobs, there were more all 

kinds of other forms police harassment ",~.lU'."".!-<. the use of 

to physically movement from 

dans on radio 

The only to the movement state17 during this time was 

that their would be granted the ear the state if they gave their 

Dweller's but would arrest if 

was immediately publicly 

refused on at that time 

Deputy President movement r"<ln"c·,.",·"I" were immediately 

subject to torture at the hands of the 

The slander at the movement the state at this time most often 

a political by a white agent a foreign 

destabilizing Although at times it still 

more it was Branch Executive 


tee of the in Estate that '-'H"V~I" was an 
 flying 

around to terminate good" (CELE, 

From beginning the state was wholly unsuccessfully in its attempts to 

movement. It was decided on all Abahlali would 

17 it should be noted that there was 

>UL'-"""UI, with individuals in some state organisations such as the 


social workers and so on. 
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and then the 

the movement from OctoberDespite the 

amount was achieved, 

to continue to grow 

"'H~.",n,\.l a politically inert dwellers, who had 

Despite the 

and NGO control. They were able to, to use Emilio Quadrelli's 

collective excitement. 

terms Abahlali was able to 

resist evictions in all 

ABAHLALl [lASEMJONDOLO AND THE STRUGGLE FOR THE CITY IN DUIUlAN, SOUTH AfRICA 

be open to everyone who wished to attend them and this openness, 'ArrPr'hPe 

with clear scrupulously honest communication with media and an 

eloquent and widely published of right to dissent by S'bu Zikode 

(2005), was very effective in H""~H"5 look ridiculous, 

unlawful banning in the High 

with pro bono legal suppOrt, But was 

highly racialized in suburbs had as 

Indian under continued unabated mobilization and ac

don against the police and media coverage of police violence was 

overwhelmingly to Abahlali. 

By the end this period of 

saw as 

refusal to vote in the 2006 local government elections had widened into a gen

of aU of party and elec,toral politics, The 

actions slowly from local to mayor 

ofAbahlali 's 

until 

September movement was 

access to public voice, 

time 

tnf'rcrl"'" on the national stage as political actors acting in 

own name as a rational presence in medial8 independent 

as autonomous political militants', 

assertion was accompanied by a tre

a point 

where they were 

to 

to build and defend new shacks, to openly undertake successfully de-

their shack ro win access ro vari

ous state services outside party to set up various 

mutual support projects, to (illegally) safely connect thousands of people 

\8 	 A number of Abahlali activists have become well known protagonists in debates in the popular 
media. Many of them are very young and many of them are women, 
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the councillor 

dwellers should 

to vigorously contest oppression, to UCIllU'~l 

access 

localthe right to 

of welfare as a 

battle for land 

their autonomy 

NGOisation l9 in 

towns 

party 

they 

a (non-party and 'politics 
, 
a 

landscape where 

by NGOs in access something 

with an 

politics of 

lUCIIARD PITHOUSE 

to 

of a number 

to voice in popular 

to contest 

sent and to fight a high 

cities. They were also 

. Perhaps the most important idea in the of 

of the poor developed in the movement is that 

and think for them-

shack politically 

but should fully own own politics and own it in common. 

central idea in the of a living politics 

should not be on people from 

ten alienating dogma but should 

practice, emerges of shack 

dwellers. 

But the declaration AbahlalibaseMjondolo as a university was a sig

nally intervention into 

political is 

controlled conferences venues in .ull;;UO,ll 

overwhelmingly economistic orientation that 

politics. The power in these situations are highly racialised 

and gendered and are deeply classed. But a mass movement of 

poor had to educate itself where its militants and struggle in 

languages via ongoing careful reflection on its 

of and resistance. Like Joseph the University 

Abahlali is concerned "not with emancipation given byud""rnl\Jll\.LV1V 

scholars, by at intelligence, but with 

the emancipation one teaches oneself" 

(RANCIERE, first time in South 

In this regard [he 
indistinguishable 

offers of money made to individual Abahlali leaders NGOs. 
NGOs associated with the World Social Forum has been 
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political as well as economic content 

aspect computer 

was facing an 

annual graduation ceremonies so on. But it also has a fluid and dynamic 

as it is also refers to the 

collective on the lived 

in so general 

resistance. 


An important aspect of declaration the movement as a university 


was it created not just a 

and popular 

to think but also a space to nurture, support 

with that Abahlali become able to 

in which those NGOs, 

work with movement. lbe 

the Slums Act - a case of 

Slums Act was first 

and passed in of KwaZulu-Natal and was meant to be replicated 

in provinces. 'The Act essentially unlawful occupation 

land in a return to 

any resistance to evictions, any 

land unlawfully and raises money via a fee (as Abahlali 

- annual membership is 1 US dollar) and recommends formation of transit 

camps to shack 

to the Slums a process 

in mass public 

declared unconstitutional. 

also 

that occu

should be resistance 

by 

act 

It slowly became that the movement had F.H ... rf"'f] a 


Ul~~H'-,,," and Methodist 

on the march in September 2007. This 


who 


was witnessed 

condemned and it was 

~V'''U'_lUW_U by international human rights organisations, Abahlali 

members assumed that may the change in 

of the state. thought it was fact Abahlali had 

20 The full text of the act and various responses to it are online at 

21 While the movement has received 
Bishop Rubin the 

support from a number of church leaders, 
Cardinal, Wilfred Napier, has sided with 
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assault and still 


an accommodation with movement 


order to avoid of mass protests at event. 


Unlawful repression stopped22 , the state gave up on agita

tor thesis and to develop a very understanding of key 

people were in and 

began with city in Durban. were 

cratic paradigm they did not share and crude of 

the politicians although a slow process, it was possible to common 

ground. As shows so well once some kind of potentially positive 

interaction possible with state "Taking part in 

At the same time 

business, and more the ruling 

participatory channel and 

from a political discourse to a 

for the 

the 
there was Nw...",-h 

remain 

demand, as used to happen under 

to proceed, Abahlali would have to to prevent 

This was 

once Abahlali 

For a while 

right to 

tions, and to according to people's needs 

negotiations could continue. Abahlali was particularly about co

option insisted that large ofpeople would 

least 2 of the 14 then collectively 

ment in In to insure intellectual autonomy from 

process delegates were for each the City, 

meeting with 

meeting at 

would only 

n 	 Bur it be noted that the have continued to harras the movement when they can do 
so in terms of the law. For insrance continue to remove connections and to 

seek the arrest these. 

Z3 	 This became apparent from the questions that the National (NIA) would 
ask 
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thought that pernar)s 

to the move-

City officials was by an open Abahlali 

all the issues were it was made 
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some of the best and most 

l".VL1C'''U'H~ to ensure that 

vices so only the 14 

ment in Durban could 

came threat of eviction 

tlations if evictions went ahead. 

negotiations were 

at of progress. 

a decline in active mass 

that 

movement, in terms 

was largely 

activists entirely outside ne-

retain its autonomy 

when new areas to 

threatened to 

to be effective. 

at one time Abahlali 

time the movement found 

due to the 

to 
rrr,prrnf,rp the new areas 

ser

nego

come passive once that 

usually a threatened 

was seen off. But the 

in protest 

was 

in repression 

support for 

of the new 

often 

be-

and eviction pressure had off did make it possible 

less reactive and to up a wider range 

school fees, 

mobilise 

etc. And when 

into action it was still possible to 

with popular consent in the affiliated 

settlements. 

This became most apparent 

African migrants were 

country. Abahlali 

people born in 

single attack in any settlements affiliated to movement (GIBSON, 

2008; NEOCOSMOS, 2008), and even to stop two in attacks (one 

in the in Durban and the in the Ash Road settle-

the pogroms in 

and hounded out ~'-I."'.l"UIL" across 

took a U"'~"HVU 

countries and were able to ensure was not a 

ment in movement. 

Town branch 

in September Abahlali baseMjondolo Western Cape Anti-Evic

in settlements not «UHUH"'" 

baseMjondolo 

don Campaign in Town, the Movement in 

burg and a new linked rural movement in KwaZulu-Natal, 

Network, to Poor People's Alliance. How the alliance 
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are about to announce a deal will, assuming 

in-situ 

the provision 

as expected it will the move-

At 

in 

some basic services to 

settlements and 

goes 

RICHARD 

distance and Johan

In the past, when 

in the province of KwaZulu-Natal, 

it often proved very difficult to in and Pietermar

itzburg sufficiently connected. If new national is to succeed it may 

well be necessary to non-dominating donor support in to have 

material to sustain a 'living 

writing (January 2009) Abahlali baseMjondolo and 

ment. 

victories including a breakIt will 

the spatial to be are in the inner 

suburban services and that 

development is not an all or to 'delivering 

ing ,,"',,"rT' 

process communities state. 

However it will raise a number of major challenges movement. 

so mark the transition movement political to 

It may also u",.vu,,, 

difficult common situation of all its 

to complexities a range of very situations. 

more, in settlements where still has a presence has, in 

been a tendency for concessions won for the state by Abahlali's action to 

be structures even when ANC is a small 

freely contest 

a settlement. 

influence in 

that, C;"~}C;"'dl1 

elites will seek to re-enter 

that Abahlali allows political 

the 

to 

is 

deal 'delivered' via and in the interests ofANC structures. 

movement is confronting some new challenges 

include the 

movement U<;;'~Vlll11J'~ 

associated 

an over U"IJ"'IU'Cll~". 

to this 

growth, and in a 

on some 
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a 

be 

not an 

position 

At 

in terms of its class agenda it has taken 

y~"~~,,c into ethnic politics that has surrounded 

this rejection ofethnic politics should 

scheduled a meeting of 

into political formations but they have been 
planned and weI! co-ordinared. Abahlali has 

oftheANC. 
of [he movement and nO[ against irs rejection 

24 

cks have 
nor linked co [he srare because [he comments made during ana

rhe 

AIJAHLALlllASEMJONDOLO AND THESTI<UGGLE fOil THE CITY IN DURBAN, SOUTH AFlUCA 

members and the exhaustion of some of movement is 

working against this but, thus far, with limited 

some of the new areas have not had the same sense 

movement that the founding areas 

following 

on occasion led to assaults on 

of young men opposed to the 

linked to an UH,H;"'''Ht!. 

in 

rangements that are 

often draw on traditional tCC."'''\.j 

anti-social behaviour is 

there is sometimes a to 

lem as the police tend to treat 

ofFer protection to shack 

prehend criminals from the 

class people they have 

criminals making 

increase in ethnic and 

af

to refuse to 

do ap

crimes committed against middle 

in for the 

activists. This means that any attempt at 

community policing places activists at serious risk the state. However a 

failure to undertake community communities, and at times the 

movement, at risk from criminals. some members of the movement, 

including one key drawn to new political party, 

the Congress of formed by a breakaway faction in the 

ANC. These Abahlali that while it is clear that COPE 
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usually very small 

resentatives from all of it now has members in the 

province of KwaZulu-Natal to whether to continue with its active 

con of electoral politics in national elections or to decide to 

participation to the conscience while keeping the movement 

as a whole outside 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

a significant challenge to the spa


tial and South Africa - both ofwhich are pre


same time as the state is H'«,,"H.,l'> 


significant, local concessions to 


escalating its general anti-poor Ul~"VI.H 


and that will ,,,,_,, .. <10"'1;' 


poverty as a than a question of 


monstrous located on the far 


in nature25, are increasingly to 

from well located shacks. The transit camp rooms are 

square metres as opposed to a post-apartheid state 

an apartheid state house at just over 50 
People moved there do not 

will 'transit' to some where 

to demobilise Abahlali baseMjondolo via spe

at 30 

it is prepared to offer while simultaneously 

measures more The movement is well aware has 

to continue to oppose the turn to a more 

to assert to the cities for alL But 

very much '"'!'.'V1I."1 rather than national and that, so 

to exercise 

ments in 

will on the fortunes of the Poor People's But Poor People's 

ability of the movement to Frr'"(TIV"" 

essay of the Delft transit camp in Town by Chance visit http://abahlali. 
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three years future, 
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Alliance confronts For instance it is not 

to working nationally without access 

to resources ability to make calls. are 

also significant differences in the political cultures 

Alliance which will have to carefully 


victories have won over 


there are all kinds of material 

as they say, is wide open. 
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